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Abstract—Operation characteristics of low temperature poly 
silicon thin-film transistor (LTPS-TFT) based systems vary 
significantly with design choices and parameters (i.e., process, 
device, circuit and system). Due to the lack of cross-layer 
simulation tool, conventional designs only optimize the design 
layers in isolation, leading to sub-optimal solutions. We present a 
cross-layer simulation framework for the design of LTPS-TFT 
Static Random Access Memory (SRAM). The proposed 
simulation framework optimizes design parameters considering 
the entire design space and hence, greatly reduces design 
complexity and efforts. The benefits of our proposed framework 
are illustrated by case studies. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION 
Low-temperature poly-silicon (LTPS) thin-film transistor 

(TFT) has received growing attention in the recent past. Due to 
its low fabrication cost and unique feature of flexible substrate, 
various emerging applications (e.g., system-on-glass display, 
flexible memory, and microprocessor [1-6][10]) have been 
reported. Among the many applications, static random access 
memory (SRAM) has been considered by several researchers 
[4-6] since it occupies most area in the chip, and the 
corresponding design optimization is relatively challenging. 

Despite the increasing interests, current research focus has 
mainly been at a particular level of design abstraction (e.g., 
device), while treating other levels (e.g., circuit) as black boxes 
[7-8]. As the behavior of LTPS-TFT systems varies 
significantly with the design choices and options, optimizing 
design layers in isolation often leads to sub-optimal solutions. 
Efficient cross-layer simulation is highly desirable. 
Nonetheless, due to the high complexity and difficulty, up to 
date no process/device/circuit/system compatible simulation 
methodology is available in literature. In this work, we propose 
a cross-layer design and simulation framework for LTPS-TFT 
SRAM which captures the impacts of various design factors at 
different design layers. This framework substantially reduces 
the design complexity and enables rapid design space 
exploration with yield estimation at the early stages. 

II. CROSS-LAYER SIMULATION FRAMEWORK 

A. Overview 
Fig. 1 shows the proposed cross-layer simulation 

framework. The user inputs to this framework comprise of: 
process and device parameters, circuit-level design choices, 
and system-level specification. The process and device 

parameters include the average Si-grain size, trap density of 
grain boundary (GB), and the transistor length/width, etc. The 
circuit-level parameters cover the design choices of TFT 
SRAM such as cell structures (6T, 8T, or 10T), supply voltage, 
operation frequency, etc. The system specification is often 
defined based on the requirement to the product. In our 
experiment, we apply Static Noise Margin (SNM) and Read 
SNM (RSNM) as the criteria for reliability, and read/write time 
as the criteria for performance. 

 
Fig. 1. Flowchart showing the proposed cross-layer simulation framework 

In the framework, five simulation steps (S1-S5) form two 
iterative simulation loops. S1-S3 runs device, circuit, and 
system level simulation and evaluation, respectively. S4 and S5 
adjust the design parameters at the device and the circuit level 
of design abstraction, respectively. The first iteration loop (S1-
S4) explores the process and device level design space, 
including average Si-grain size, trap density, gate oxide 
thickness, doping profile, and transistor size. The second 
iteration loop (S2-S3, S5) sweeps the circuit-level design 
parameters, such as supply voltage and SRAM circuit 
configurations (6T, 8T or 10T). Note that, the design 
parameters modification at process/device level (i.e., S4) needs 
to be followed by device level simulation (i.e., S1) since the 
statistical database of the TFTs as well as the device model 
requires to be re-evaluated. On the other hand, the circuit-level 
parameter optimization (i.e., S5) needs no updating on device 
characteristics. S5 could be directly followed by S2, and the 
skipping of S1 would reduce the redundant operations of the 
framework. 
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Finally, the optimal design solution 
constraints of all design layers while being t
system-level specification is determined.
framework, a validated analytical device mo
[11] is used in S1. 1000 Monte Carlo circu
carried out in S2 to characterize the impact o
position and orientation of GBs. Statistica
SRAM are extracted in S3 from Monte 
results and compared with the input 
specification. 

B. Statistical Poly-Si TFT characteristics 
To justify the necessity of applying the

model to cross-layer simulation, statistical ch
LTPS TFT devices obtained from the analyt
[11] are shown in Fig 2 and 3. Fig. 2(a
threshold voltage (Vth) of unit-size LTPS
average Si-grain size. When the Si-grain si
300nm to 1000nm, the Vth mean and maximu
from 0.25 volt to 0.1 volt and from 0.55 vo
variation can reach to 150% and 37%, resp
shows the detailed probability distribution
threshold voltage, Vth, for three exemplary
300nm, 600nm, and 1000nm. It is obser
distribution for smaller Si-grains look
distribution. However, the Vth distribution i
Gaussian for larger Si-grains. 

Fig. 2. Vth distribution of unit-size (1 m/1 m) TFTs: 
of TFTs with different Si-grain size, and (b) Vth distribu
300nm, 600nm, and 1000nm. 

Fig. 3. Vth distribution for different-size (W=1 m, 1.2
of TFTs: (a) Si-grain size at 300nm, and (b) Si-grain siz

In addition to silicon grain size, transisto
the Vth distribution (Fig. 3). As shown in Fi
grain size is fixed at 300nm, all the Vth d
Gaussian, while the mean value and st
decrease with the increase of device width. F
case with Si-grain size fixed at 1000nm. W

that meets the 
the best fit for the 
 In this design 
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al performance of 
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of system-level 
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n of the transistor 
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rved that the Vth 
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(a) Mean and max Vth 

ution of Si-grain size at 

 

2 m, 1.5 m, and 2 m) 
ze at 1000nm. 

or size also affects 
ig. 3(a), as the Si-
distributions seem 
tandard deviation 
Fig. 3(b) show the 

When the transistor 

size is comparable with S
remarkably changes. From th
observe that the statistical ch
complicated and affected by 
process and the device levels. 

C. Simulated TFT SRAM chara
performance 

 Based on the device-le
framework further simulates 
extracts the system-level chara
the reliability and performance

=1, refer to Eqn. 1 & 2) can 
device level design parameters
the static noise margin and read
RSNM) of the SRAM with d
observe the mean values of S
with the increasing of Si-grain 
the critical RSNM increases 
larger Si-grain size on the 
reliability for the data retention

Fig. 4. Mean and standard deviation o
SRAM (all the TFTs are with width
sizes are applied: (a) SNM, (b) Read-S
 

   

   
 

 As to the performance, Fig.
write time and read time of th
grain size increases. This indic
is selected in the process, the 
operation frequency. 

 The above figures, providi
and performance, can also ass

Si-grain size, Vth distribution 
he simulation results, we can 
haracteristics of LTPS-TFT are 

the design parameters at the 

acteristics of reliability and 

evel statistical analysis, the 
the TFT SRAM circuitry and 

acteristics. Fig. 4 illustrates how 
e of unit-size SRAM (i.e. =1, 
be affected by the process and 

s. Fig. 4(a) and (b) firstly show 
d static noise margin (SNM and 
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of the characteristics of a unit-size TFT 

h=length=1 m) when different Si-grain 
SNM, (c) Write time,  and (b) Read time. 

                                          Eqn. 1 

                                         Eqn. 2 

. 4(c) and (d) show that both the 
he SRAM improve when the Si-
ates that, when a larger Si-grain 
SRAM can operate with higher 

ing the information of stability 
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SRAM when considering the system specific
the individual and comprehensive SRAM yie
of Si-grain size. The individual yield com
RSNM, write operation, and read operation. 
applied are SNM 0.9volt, RSNM 0.
period=5ns. The comprehensive yield shows
TFT SRAM cells passing the four specifica
Fig. 5, small Si-grain leads to low yiel
write/read times. On the other hand, increasi
some extent also reduces the yield becaus
margins. Note, a 600nm Si-grain correspond
yield as high as 95%. Also note that the opt
varies under different design scenarios as illu
case studies. 

Fig. 5. Individual yields and comprehensive yield for a

III. CASE STUDY 
In this section, two case studies are provid

the benefits and capability of our prop
simulation framework. The first study ex
varies with Si-grain size, transistor size, and 
area of SRAM cell. The second case s
demonstrate how the proposed simulation fr
to low-power high-yield SRAM design. All t
the discussion refer to the comprehensive yie
5. 

A. Case study 1:  Yield estimation with cross
parameters/choices 
In this case study, we include all the 

parameters to the framework to estimate the
SRAM. Then, by showing the varying tren
options and searching for the peak value
achievable optimal yield of the product with 
design parameters. 

Fig. 6 shows the three design scenario
transistor sizing and cell area are used. It is o
that the highest yield under each scenari
different Si-grain size. For TFT SRAM wi

=1 and =1, the optimal Si-grain size locate
However, for SRAMs with =1 and =0.8
grain size is 300nm. As to the SRAM wit
although the optimal Si-grain size is also 60
size larger than 700nm could still provide the
93% consistently. 

cations. Fig. 5 plots 
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The specifications 
.2volt, and clock 
s the percentage of 
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ld due to longer 
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ds to the maximum 
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Fig. 6. Case study 1: Yield of differ
grain size for process. 

In addition to Si-grain 
corresponding to transistor si
produce. Fig. 7 shows the SR
area of the cell when the Si-gr
7(a)) and 1000nm (Fig. 7(b)). E
different design scenarios for th
two figures, it is implied that th
83% to 96% when the SRAM c

Fig. 7. Case study 1 (cont'd): Optim
grain size (each point indicates a cer
1000nm. 

Fig. 8 shows how yield is j
transistor sizing and area. 
designers can determine the 
parameters for the highest yield

Fig. 8. Case study 1 (cont'd): Global
transistor sizing and Si-grain size of pr
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B. Case study 2:  Low-power high-yield SRA
the proposed framework 
Based on the capability of searching high

SRAM, the proposed framework could also e
such as low-power design by defining th
requirement. For low-power design, we 
straightforward but efficient method: lowerin
Firstly, we assume that the required system
yield is no less than 95%. Fig. 9(a) and (b) 
results with respect to 3V and 2.7V supply, r
design choices and parameters are located 
region (>95%), the design solutions in Fig. 
power than those in Fig. 9(a). Thus, thro
framework, we can obtain a much lower po
maintaining the same required yield. 

Fig. 9. Case study 2: For low-power operation, the 
designs with insufficient yield under different supply vo
volt. 

Furthermore, Fig. 10 reveals the re
consumption per SRAM operation for eac
solution in the high-yield region of Fig. 9. 
efficient SRAM design can be easily determ
The corresponding optimal design paramete
different design layers can also be dete
proposed simulation framework. These cas
the importance and necessity of perfor
simulation and design for LTPS-TFT SRAMs

AM design  with 

h yield for the TFT 
extent the function 
e specific system 

apply the most 
ng supply voltage. 

m specification for 
shows simulation 

respectively. If the 
in the high-yield 

9(b) consume less 
ugh the proposed 
ower design while 

 

 

step to filter off the 
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esults of energy 
ch possible design 

The most energy 
mined from Fig. 10. 

ers and choices at 
ermined with the 
se studies validate 
rming cross-layer 
s. 

Fig. 10. Case study 2 (cont'd): Find 
corresponding process parameter and V
9. 
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framework takes into account
parameters from different lay
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